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NickI've got one priority--and one priority only,My daughter.All else can get in line.Sure, football

pays the bills,But my heart and life belong to her.After my wife died, I vowed to be everything to

Scarlet.But I can't do it alone.Nobody can.I never thought that when I looked for help,Searched for a

nanny,That I'd find so much more.She's nothing I thought I'd ever want,Tattooed, pierced, artistic,

and carefree,But Tea's all that I want,And everything Scarlet needs.But when someone decides I

can't have her,I find myself fighting for everything,For my daughter,For Tea,And forever.Publisher's

Notes:1. This is a standalone full-length romance with a HEA.2. For a limited time with this purchase

we have included Emerson's entire series, FREE for your reading enjoyment. FAIR GAME Book

One and FAIR CATCH Book Two. Also included is a short preview of Emerson's next trilogy

FOUND - A Bad Boys Kiss Book One.3. Because of the two FREE books and preview, FAIR PLAY

may end just before 35% on your Kindle, however, rest assured it is a full-length novel.
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Fair Play is about Tea Brown, a photographer based in Chicago on assignment to Myrtle Beach,

and Nick Wood, quarterback for the South Carolina Hawks & father to four year old Scarlet. They all



meet on a plane from Chicago to Myrtle Beach when Scarlet starts kicking Tea's seat. Scarlet takes

an instant liking to Tea, and both Tea and Nick are attracted to each other. When Nick finds out Tea

is a professional photographer, he asks if she would take some pictures of him and Scarlet. She

gives him her business card and he tells her he'll call to set up a photoshoot.Tea checks into the

cheap hotel her magazine paid for and has a couple of days of work and after she's sent off her

latest pictures to her boss, she logs into a dating app and chats with "Emmett", who seems very

nice. At that same time, Nick is on a dating app, chatting with "Red" and enjoying himself. They

have no idea they are talking with each other.The next day, Nick calls Tea but she doesn't answer,

so he leaves a voicemail. She calls him back and they set up a time for doing the photoshoot. That

evening, Tea goes to eat some takeout on the beach and runs into her old best friend from high

school, and they catch up. When Tea goes back to her hotel, she is awakened in the middle of the

night by the sound of someone trying to open her door. She is terrified and even after finding out it

was just a drunk man mistaking her room for his, she checks out the next morning.After the

photoshoot, Nick offers for Tea to stay with him and Scarlet for the rest of her stay in Myrtle Beach.

She really likes Nick and is smitten with Scarlet and just can't say no to Scarlet's excited pleas for

her to stay. I don't give spoilers, so that's as much of the story as I will tell.

TÃ¨a Brown never felt comfortable around people, they thought she was weird. She had her own

style and look that included tattoos and piercings, but people never saw past that. Her social life has

also taken a dive with college and work being full focus, TÃ¨a had even signed up to dating

agencies hoping to find someone who would look beyond a profile picture. (or lack this is)So when

she finds her dream job as a Photography TÃ¨a knows this is her calling and a way she can express

herself, but working for Crush a famous magazine has only been for money, her really passion was

really life and pictures in the moment.When her next assignment offers Myrtle Beach she jumps at

the chance to escape.But on the flight out her life changes forever when she meets a beautiful blue

eyed 4 year old little girl and her handsome father who leaves her speechless, asking her for family

photo's after Scarlet becomes enraptured by what she does.But then she gets to her hotel room and

finds a notification on Match Pro and this guy sounds like the perfect match.Nicolas Wood is a

famous Football player who became a single father 4 years ago when his wife passed during

childbirth. But he found a way to survive when he found the perfect Nanny called Mimi, she was a

God sent that is until she has a fall that puts her out of action. (Bearing in mind she is 72)With

training and games to play, the last week has been tiring and he has felt nothing but guilt over how

is daughter Scarlet is coping.The flight home pulls him up short when his daughter connects with a



beautiful woman who sits in front of them like he has never known before.
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